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As all the major market indexes hit new record highs, we.once againhear the legitimate
questions of whether or not the market is over-valued, or "just too high." I always remind folks
that the market averages a I}Yo correctiqn (or decline) atra rate of about one per year, so yes, a
dip in the market could happen at any point. Yet, with these highs the real question or focus
should be long-term, and on the foundation of the economy; does it point toward more lrowth or
the beginning of a recessionary cycle. I covered some of the reason we do not appear to be on
the verge of a recession in a prior article. Low interest rates, low unemployment, and low
inflation being three of the factors which tend to be inflationary when'high rather than low, arid

. none appear to be moving significantly higher an5i time soon.

What about the founddrtion? {ell let's start with housing, an indicator we like to regularly
follow. After a couple of months of minor declines, new home sales rgse last month by 0.7Yo,

and the median home price is up 4.2%o. That is more than 5 years of rising home prices at a
rnoderate rate. New home construction declined in September, a potential hurricane effect, with
housing starls down 4.7Yo, while new home completions wgre up 1.lo/o. So, what does this mean

. for housing inventory? Total housing inventory at the end of September was up |.60/0 with 1.9

million units available. While that sounds like a lot, it is down from September 2016 inventory
levels of 2.03 million. New construction and existing sales numbers continue to look pesitive,
we have seen 28 straight months of declining home inventories. Meaning the likelihood of being
in a so called "housing-glut" is far from the case.

. Other "foundation" areas include Industrial Production which rose 0,30% last month, and was
likely held lower by the effects of Hunicanes Harvey and Irma. Manufacturing output barely
rose at 0:lo/o for the month, yet did decline by 2,2% for the third quarter, Both mining dnd
utilities saw a monthly increase, and oil continues to trade around the $50banel leVel.

Not every indicator out there is positive, and many them switch between a couple months growth
followed by a small decline. What the overall picture shows us, is an economy that continues to
move forward at a slow artd steady pace. The ongoing talks about our National GDP being stuck

' in the 2Yo rcnge are testament to this slow and steady growth. While not exciting, slow and .

steady growth does mean keeping a stronger economic foundation in place, one that will support
rising markets more often than not. Have a great week/month and let us know if you have any
questions or concerns.
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